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Timeline of 41°F from FDA to North Carolina

1993

FDA lower the rate from 45°F to 
41°F

1997

Stakeholders raised concern; CFP 
gave a 5 year phase in period for 

equipment

2006

Many states adopted the phase in 
period and NSF/ANSI revised 

standard 7 based on equipment 
design to meet 41°F under normal 

conditions in retail food

2012

NC adopts 2009 food code 
amending 41°F allowing NC food 
establishments to have 7 years to 

meet 41°F

2019

45°F sunsets for cold holding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe the timeline – we know the science supports it as regulators. Reiterate that we have known 41°F was safer since 1993 and that it was a compromise between academia, industry, and FDA. This slide was from previous presentation about the cold holding campaign.
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Where is North Carolina Retail? 
Data compiled from County Risk Factor Studies

IN OUT Out Of Compliance
Seafood 41 18 31%
Produce 76 80 51%
Institution 90 75 45%
Meat Market 175 42 19%
Hospital 5 14 74%
Full Service 154 337 69%
Deli 70 143 67%
Elem. School 102 70 41%
Fast Food 122 216 64%

Totals 835 995 54%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These numbers came from risk factor studies completed throughout the state of NC by local counties. We know these are poor compliance numbers, but let’s keep in mind that 1 item found above 41°F is considered OUT, therefore this chart does not truly describe the severity within each establishment. We wanted Donna’s results here but I am not sure we will get them. In lieu of that let them know that NC was 20% better than the National Average for the study that the FDA did (their full service # was 89% and we are lower than that without adopting 41°F). This should be a glass half full talk as described below. Ultimately, we are cautiously optimistic but trying to bridge the gap with industry and prepare for the worst.TAKEN FROM MEL’S PRESENTATION: We may need to ask the question or deliver a point.  In the Deli’s is there something else we are missing. Let’s take meat that have been continually pulled out of the case…they technically are cooling…we all know seafood has ice, and meat markets generally are refrigerated rooms so the cooling is significantly less….even if there is some the temps are not real high….like 48-50 after grinding etc. These are all good points that may be contributing factors or not telling the real story.  It would be a good case study to stake out a deli…..tracking meat on sale and how many times it comes out of the case and temperature rise…..maybe I am way far out…but I think this is good discussion.Be half full talk about yes you see institutions at 45% OUT that means that they are 55%IN without 41 written in our code.
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Basic Statistics Out of Compliance
Evaluations Completed 68
Refrigerators Observed 199
Total Temperature
Observations 424

% Non-compliance 79.1%

Average Temperature 45.2°F

Standard Deviation 4.3

Median Temperature 44.0°F

95% Confidence Interval 44.8 °F – 45.0°F

State Cold Hold Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background: We decided to conduct a state cold hold study that would assess a randomized sample of establishments throughout the state. Each regionals received training from Pitt County/Wilson County and/or through a trained staff member. All establishments chosen were random and yielded the following results: 79% of all observations checked were out of compliance Average temperatures of foods checked was 45F
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Cut 
Leafy 

Greens
8.4%

Cut 
Produce

9.3%

Raw Animal Proteins
9.8%

Cooked Foods
23.6%

Raw Eggs/Egg Products
1.7%

Sushi Fish
2.1%

Milk/Dairy
16.2%

RTE Foods
28.9%

% Non-compliance by Food Group
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How will Inspections be Marked with this 
Regulatory Change?

• Historically, we have marked OUT
for non-compliance with no point 
deductions on the first 
inspection.

• How we address food safety is 
most important. Not point 
deductions.

• Can the food be served 
safely?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not taking points for new rules is standard. We are only giving them one ‘freebie’ inspection. We shouldn’t be points focused. Instead, we should focus more heavily on whether or not food can be saved and served/held safely. If food is above 45°F, it should be discarded unless adequate information (time/temperature) is provided to allow cooling of the food to 41°F. The guidance in this presentation is based on temperatures between 42°F-45°F.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mauritius_Road_Signs_-_Information_Sign_-_Out.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Question: What rules are affected on this date?
Answer:

• Cold Holding TemperaturesP (#20, 3pts)
• Date MarkingPF, P (#21, 3 pts)
• CoolingP (#18, 3 pts)
• Time As A Public Health ControlPF,P (#22, 

2 pts)
• ThawingC (#33, 1 pt)
• SlackingC (#33, 1 pt)
• Cooling MethodPF Capacities (#31, 1 pt)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these could potentially be impacted on each inspection. Compliance is described in the next slide, but here are items that could lead you to the next slide:Over a dozen points is all of these violations are observed, although unlikely. We will talk about variance alternative which will help recover some of these points.Keep in mind that you could easily not see thawing or slacking violations in an inspection and that that is a low point deduction & core item. Additionally, cold holding violations will likely be more obvious in the summer months. For TPHC, try to have food start out at 41°F by storing ‘mother’ container in the walk-in cooler prior to a make unit. You could still use TPHC in compliance with new rules and use a make unit that is holding at 45°F so long as the food comes out of the 41°F walk-in cooler.For cooling, use ice baths and wands to facilitate proper cooling.Educate on methods to get in compliance with new rules, especially during the first inspection. Evaluate using Cold Holding Assessment form and target those problems to get them into compliance.
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What to do now……………….
• Complete Cold Hold Assessment sheets.
• Educate the operator about what the specific issues are with their 

facility.
• Start pointing out ways establishments can get into compliance with 

their existing equipment.
• Encourage staff training and equipment maintenance (low-cost 

solutions)
• RCPs for behavioral based problems.
• Prepare operators for potential points losses/consequences of non-

compliance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use cold holding sheets, do not just complete them and give them to the operator.Educate about issues that are specifically wrong WITH THAT ESTABLISHMENTEncourage innovative ways for them to come into compliance with their existing equipment-start having these conversationsOffer staff training if you have time and encourage them to do so. Equipment maintenance is cheaper than replacementGO ahead and implement RCPs so they can be in place come January 2019.Just a statement on your inspection about the rules changing is not sufficient enough for an operator to understand how quickly they will be a ‘B’ with the new rules. Many operators still think ‘it will never happen.’ It is happening. It will lower grades. Prepare your operators.
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1. Assess equipment
2. Evaluate Menu
3. Active Managerial 

Control of cooling
4. Equipment 

intended use
5. Proper stacking of 

foods in units
6. Time as a Public 

Health Control (4-
6 hours 
depending)

Compliance Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout evaluate educate elaborate given here for regulatory + assessment tool (taken from Mel’s presentation. I don’t know about this)Industry handout check list for assessment (taken from Mel’s presentation. I don’t know about this)Is equipment the problem, or training? Ask the right questions.Is the menu too large? Can they get more items in precooked? Can they prep fewer things at once? Can they precool non TCS foods?Do they have AMC over cooling? Logs? Ice baths? Aforementioned methods.Are they using equipment properly? Are they cooling in make units that are barely holding temp? Ensure that foods above 41°F aren’t cooling prior to assuming they are a cold hold violation.Are they blocking air flow in their refrigerators? Are their display refrigerators stacked too high? Are they storing food above the chill lines in pans?They can use TPHC for 6 hours in a refrigerator that is holding at 45°F and as long as they take the food from a unit holding at  41°F they can do so in complete compliance with new rules.
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Corrective 
Action 

Options

•Education

•Voluntary Disposal

•Risk Control Plans (RCPs)

•Variance Alternative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education is typically not an approved corrective action but in this situation with cold holding it is approved. Please educate throughout your inspection with ideas for them to come into compliance by pointing out what they could do that is relevant to their facility. Example, you are on a very long make unit line and notice that most of the foods are not TCS and that they could easily have one section that they change out every 6 hours from food stored in the walk in cooler that is holding at 41°F. They could easily get into compliance using TPHC without having to replace anything. Can they turn their walk-in cooler down? Are their coils covered with dust or gaskets in very poor repair? Sometimes affordable solutions to equipment repair might be the only thing needed. First inspections will be during cooler months, educate and prepare them for hotter months by pointing out marginally compliant and out of compliant areas so they can work towards solutions PRIOR to having points taken.If food is above 41°F and less than 4 days old ask about their corporate policies and proceed from there. If there are no policies or policies are unknown you can ask for voluntary disposal but IT HAS TO BE VOLUNTARY because we have no embargo rights for foods that are 42°F-45°F if that is the only violation/concern. DOCUMENT ON THE INSPECTION FORM if you do get disposal that it was voluntary. For large quantities of food PLEASE complete a Product Disposition Form.If you have never used Risk Control Plans in your career, now is a great time to start! The Enforcement manual has editable risk control plan templates you can use right now to easily make one. Remember that you should make these with the operator because they are more likely to follow them if they are at least involved with the decision making. If you are changing any methods for cooling, TPHC, etc. anything to get into compliance with 41°F, use a RCP!
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Education
• Cold Hold Campaign Signage/Posters

• County-developed educational 
documents

• Utilize Cold Holding Assessment sheet (if 
not already used)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give out cold holding campaign materials if you haven’t already. If your county has developed their own documents, give those out and make sure to explain them. Use the cold holding assessment sheet, even if you have before, because the management could have changed, staff could have changed, and the problems with the facility may have changed. Although this isn’t CDI-In Service training would be a great addition if you establish that staff training is a bigger issue than equipment repair. Remind that in our risk factor study training was a bigger problem that equipment repair.
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Voluntary Disposal
• Use for small batches of food when 

operator has no information about the 
product

• We do not have Embargo Authority for 
foods between 42°F-45°F when only 
concern is temperature

• When food isn’t date-marked and operator 
has no information about product, ask 
questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain what no information means. They don’t know when it was prepared, or how long it has been in there then it probably should go.If food isn’t date marked, it can still be embargoed. Temperature alone cannot be used for embargo between 42-45F or permit action.Ask questions about food that isn’t date marked. If the prep cook is there and confidently says an item was prepared in the morning, they can date it and move on. Undated food doesn’t always mean discard-use a common sense approach.
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Risk Control Plans (RCPs)

• These are best for behavior-focused solutions

• Teaching an employee the correct method for controlling risk factors

• Example RCP: 
Requesting a RCP for proper ambient cooling in 
the 38°F walk-in cooler prior to placing food into 
a make unit (diced tomatoes).

This Photo by 
Unknown Author 
is licensed under 
CC BY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RCP will not help if the problem is poorly functioning equipment. Do not sell an RCP if training isn’t the problem. Make sure you offer a solution that fits the problem. If equipment is 48°F all the time, no RCP will fix the problem.The goal is to teach an operator what methods/monitoring, etc. needs to be done to limit risk factor violations.Further description of RCP in next slideExample RCPs may be found in the Enforcement Manual

https://www.flickr.com/photos/83251575@N04/10506050095
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Verification/Consultative Visits

• When/why the need of VR?

• In-service training

• Follow up on RCPs

• Education didn’t feel sufficient 
based on problems observed 
during inspection

Compliance 
Goal

Policies in 
Place

Adjust & 
Document 

Monitor & 
Evaluate

Train & 
Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visits are not to intended to make them replace equipment at this time when food is holding between 42°F-45°F. If the establishment offers to do that, awesome, but if training is the problem new equipment won’t fix it. All of those are options for why you would do verification visits. We want to help industry get into compliance. We don’t want this to be a disaster because we need to adopt the 2017 food code and we need to get industry on board.Simple RCP Circle: 1. Figure out (ask) what policies are in place. Could be written or oral. Important to figure out what the PIC can understand and relate to. Remember, a RCP is not a mandate, but an agreement between the regulator and the PIC. 2. Through questioning and gaining input from the PIC, write out some simple ideas to adjust their existing policies (writing this out for them may be helpful). Templates are available for use, but RCPs do not have to be complicated.3. How does the establishment train? What have they trained on in the past? Discuss what types of training the PIC can do. Help with training if you are able.4. Who is going to monitor the new policy and how is monitoring going to take place? Use monitoring to indicate how corrective actions are to be used (think simple HACCP principles). Evaluate the plan to make sure it works.
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Long-Term Solutions

• Mark OUT on inspection sheet

• Use of RCPs

• Implementation of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

• Issuance of Variances:
• Date marking for 4 days at 42°F – 45°F
• TPHC starting between 42°F – 45°F not to exceed 70 °F degrees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Should mark OUT on inspection sheet even if only one violation was observed, however, make sure to quantify it so that it is clear that only one item was out of compliance in an entire facility (if that is the case). This will make it easier for any inspector following you when they have to assess repeats.If there is the smallest change an operator will be receptive to a RCP, you should at least let them try. You could be surprised in a good way!If an operator is following a RCP consistently and you feel like they will continue they can draft SOPs from their successful RCP for managers that follow after them and for their employees to refer to. If a corporation that already has SOPs it could be that they just need to find them and start following them. If you don’t think a manager needs a RCP because you felt like ‘you got through to them’ draft a SOP before you leave and see if they follow it at the next inspection. In all cases-DOCUMENT.Will discuss variance option in next slide
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Reasoning
• The Historical Record of Cold Holding Temperature Provisions in the 

2013 FDA Annex discusses how the FDA decided on 41°F and what 
they did to bridge the gap 

• ‘Thus, there are mechanisms in place to allow industry flexibility in 
holding foods out of temperature control and the exemption for 
holding at 45°F was no longer necessary, given equipment 
capabilities, existing provisions of the Food Code that could be 
utilized (e.g., variances, time as a public health control), and the 
impact on public health.’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the backing we need to help support the direction we are going. Direct quote
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Variance Alternative
• Why the allowance of variances for these citations?

• It is important to understand that the risk is being addressed. 
• LM cultures are equal when comparing RTE TCS foods kept at 42°F – 45°F for 4 

days or 41°F at 7 days
• 4-day date marking for foods held at 42°F-45°F
• 24 hr date marking variance (42°-45°F)
• TPHC starting at 42°F – 45°F for 4 hours and kept at 70°F or below is equal to 

41°F for 6 hours at 70°F or below

• NCDHHS will approve the variances with the county support
• Templates have been developed to streamline the process
• Templates will require equipment information 

• When the equipment is replaced, the variance would be removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variances will only be approved for Date Marking and TPHC so we can recommend these to mitigate new violations and prevent severe point deductions while still keeping food safe.If a facility can find another method to get food at 41°F, please go that way first. This option should only be used when there is no other way to get a facility in compliance with 41°F.Variance committee is prepared for larger influx of applications. Contact Jo Hill and/or Jennifer Moore with questions or to follow up if a variance hasn’t been approved in a timely manner (we have monthly meetings so if you haven’t heard anything after two months please reach out).Template is tied to equipment, however, if all equipment is holding food at 43°F technically a variance could be issued for all equipment for date marking purposes but the items not subject to date marking and would be a cold holding violation. Again, please TRY OTHER METHODS FIRST.Keep in mind, if they don’t follow their TPHC or Date Marking variance requirements they WILL LOSE POINTS and after THREE STRIKES they lose the variance altogether. DOCUMENTATION IS KEY.If Variance is not being followed and Cold Holding is between 42-45 F, then mark OUT #20 for Cold Hold, #21 for Date Marking or #22 TPHC depending on violation- DO NOT MARK #27 or 30
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When to Issue an Intent to Suspend

• Cannot be based solely on cold holding between 42°F-45°F 

• Too many risk factors to control (cooling, date marking, thawing, etc.)

• Needs to be well documented 
• Show progression on multiple inspections/visits

• NCDA cannot support embargo on temperature alone until it gets 
above 45°F.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You cannot suspend a permit because food has been between 42°F-45°F for three consecutive inspections if that is the only violation. When combined with date marking, that is a different story. If there are too many risk factors for one operation to juggle they may have to replace equipment. If they are adding ice bath cooling with a large menu, TPHC on all make units with food having to come out of the WIC, date marking for 4-days, and thawing only in particular refrigerators it could be too much for them to handle but YOU HAVE TO LET THEM FAIL. Offer solutions, document and let them fail prior to taking permit action.DOCUMENT, DOCUMENT, DOCUMENT!Reminder that NCDA is our mother and they cannot support embargo for cold holding alone unless above 45°F
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Scenario 1: 
Cold Holding/Date Marking 
42°F-45°F

• Prep-style cooler has TCS food items 
holding between 42°F-45°F

• What should the REHS do?
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Scenario 1: 
Cold Holding/Date Marking 42°F-45°F
• 1st Offense

• REHS marks #20 and #21 OUT on Inspection Form, takes 0 credit

• Discard RTE, TCS foods over 4 days old that are required to be date marked
• Rule out behavioral issues (too much food, cooling, maintenance, etc.)
• Have PIC contact refrigeration technician
• Educate
• Implement Risk Control Plan
• Option of Time as a Public Health Control
• Option of use of ice
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Scenario 1: 
Cold Holding/Date Marking 42°F-45°F

• 2nd Offense

• REHS marks #20 and #21 OUT on Inspection Form, takes half credit

• Review Risk Control Plan
• Time as a Public Health Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same corrections as listed on previous slide, but need to find out why risk control is not working. Has the unit been serviced?Can TPHC be used?Can ice be used?Use of dry ice and liquid nitrogen? Document from FDA. Included in Regional Meeting information.
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Scenario 1: 
Cold Holding/Date Marking 42°F-45°F

• 3rd Offense

• REHS marks #20 and #21 OUT on Inspection Form, takes full credit

• Option of utilizing a Variance

• Building the case to pursue Intent to Suspend

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Date marking variance can be an option. Cold holding will still be OUT. If the facility is doing nothing to change or try and come into compliance, you must continue to document and build your case for a potential intent to suspend.
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Scenario 2: 
Cooling with 42°F-45°F
• All mechanical refrigeration in the establishment is measuring 42°F-45°F
• Foods are found cooling in the walk in cooler 

(cut tomatoes @67°F, chili @135°F, potato salad @47°F)
• These foods are found in shallow portions, metal pans, loosely covered and 

are stored properly
• PIC states “this is how foods are cooled in establishment”
• You decide foods will not cool to 41°F due to mechanical refrigeration
• Potato salad was made from ambient ingredients, 3 hours ago

What should the REHS do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss on next slide
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Scenario 2: 
Cooling with 42°F-45°F
• 1st Offense

• REHS marks #18 OUT for potato salad, takes 0 credit
• CDI of cooling is education if foods cool within 45°F rate (use calculations). 

Food can be kept. Educate on alternatives such as limited cooling of menu 
items. 

• Implement Risk Control Plan
• Educate
• Implement better cooling methods to achieve proper cooling parameters 

(i.e. use of ice as an ingredient, ice baths, ice wands, incorporating freezer, 
etc.)-TO PREVENT FURTHER VIOLATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get two cooling temperature data points for each product, approximately 30 minutes apart. Use cooling calculator to see if cooling rate if sufficient. If it is, inform operator that they will have to use ice baths or cooling wands to further cool the food to 41°F to be in compliance with the food code. Before you leave go ahead and have them set up appropriate ice baths inside clean prep sinks, on clean prep areas, or even on the shelves inside the walk in cooler. They can also cool in the freezer although it is unlikely they would choose this method for the tomatoes. This will ensure that the facility at least has the ability to cool to 41°F before you leave and it will show them how they need to cool going forward unless they want to lose up to 6 points just for cold holding and cooling two inspections down the road.If cooling calculator shows their food isn’t cooling properly, proceed as you normally would with any other cooling violation. Remember for the first inspection if a violation is found it is ZERO points but after than points can be taken as allowed in the rules.
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Scenario 2: 
Cooling with 42°F-45°F
• 2nd Offense

• Beginning taking points depending on the severity of the violations seen

• Discuss options of remediation

• Review Risk Control Plan

• Build case for intent to suspend

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss all methods that would bring them in compliance that we have talked about in the previous scenarios; may have to limit menu and amend permits due to limited refrigeration and ability to hold foods at 45; explain how variance can not be used for hold full kitchen at 45 degrees. Bring up 2013 Food Code Annex but also cite that C bot and Staph grow at 45 (thanks Jo/Wendy).No option for variance for cooling
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Summary
• No point deductions for first inspection only
• Education can be considered a CDI
• Determine the root cause-Why is the food above 41°F?
• Variance is an option 
• Cannot take points under variance #27
• Not all scenarios can be addressed in the PS contact a Regional if you 

need assistance
• DOCUMENT DOCUMENT DOCUMENT
• Be reasonable
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Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are ever unsure, as we fully admit that this is an evolving situation PLEASE reach out to us! We don’t have all of the answers right now and we will all have to learn as we go. This situation is truly unprecedented in our state.Contact your REHS if you have any questions. 
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